Combinatorial approach to identification of tyrphostin inhibitors of cytokine signaling.
Aberrant or deregulated activity of certain cellular kinases has been shown to cause certain malignancies and other disorders. The tyrphostin molecule AG490 inhibits the action of the janus kinases JAK2 and JAK3. JAK2 is an indispensable molecule for transducing the signals conveyed by a large number of cytokines including IL-3 while JAK3 is essential for signaling by a smaller number of cytokines including IL-7. A synthetic combinatorial chemical library containing 599 compounds was created and screened for the ability to inhibit proliferation of IL3- and IL7-dependent cell lines to focus on molecules that interrupt those signaling pathways. This screen identified a meta-trifluoromethyl derivative of AG490, 5H4, that is approximately twice as potent as AG490 in cell-based assays. 5H4 blocked the factor-dependent proliferation of both of these cell lines, actively promoted cell death, and diminished the JAK kinase activity. Administration of 5H4 to lymphoma-prone IL-7 transgenic mice reduced their spontaneous lymphadenopathy. The improved characteristics of this novel compound bring this class of molecules closer to therapeutic utility.